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Introduction: the fundamentals of data accuracy

The OTA Insight way
As a hotelier, you’ll appreciate the value that reputation brings to your brand.
It can take years to grow. Once established, you have to work hard to maintain it. With
one big false move, it can be irreparably damaged in an instant. Or - through poor
customer service or the drip-feed of inconsistent pricing strategy and disparity - it’ll
gradually wane.
At OTA Insight, we feel the same pain. These things drive us too: with 96% user
satisfaction, our customer service really is second-to-none. We also have a Net
Promoter Score of 65. Exceptionally high for a SaaS company, this is achieved in
part by the value we place in providing hoteliers with the most accurate, reliable and
complete pricing and parity data on the market.
Everything else hangs on the quality of our data.
And this data quality overlaps with a number of related themes, which we’ll discuss in
depth:
•
•
•
•

Completeness of data: this increases data integrity;
Data variety: this gives hoteliers as nuanced a picture as possible, guaranteeing
meaningful comparison;
Collection methods: it’s important to tap into the full mix; and
Speed of processing: the quicker data is processed, the more up-to-date it is.

This white paper outlines how we guarantee such accuracy and completeness, as well
as data variety.
And it implicitly demonstrates why, when six of the eight global hotel chains that now
use us hired external consultants to check the data accuracy of a broad range of
providers, OTA Insight came out on top for all six chains.
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The “why”
But first, a few short notes on why these
qualities are so important to revenue
and distribution managers at 45,000+
properties in 168 countries who rely on
this data day in, day out: what do they use
this data for?
•

•

•

•

4.

Accurately assessing competitors’
prices: this we achieve by drawing
data on the fly from a range of
channels - Brand.com, OTAs and
metasearch - and presenting it in such
a way that meaningful comparisons
can be made, and by which
price-adjustment decisions are often
influenced.
Assessing demand: correlating with
competitors’ prices, we also offer
regularly updated demand metrics,
which overlap with the events data
that feeds into our rate shopping
tool, Rate Insight.
Monitoring and taking action on
disparity: available in Rate Insight
and Parity Insight, the view of
disparity between Brand.com and
OTAs we offer is a by-product of
the rates information we harvest;
the insights users take from this
information helps them protect their
reputation and bottom line.
Benchmarking and forecasting with
confidence: competitor benchmarking
information is included in Rate Insight;
for more detailed benchmarking and
forecasting, users can also draw
information from their PMS into our
Revenue Insight tool.

With the evolving distribution landscape
changing the relationship between OTAs
and hotels, the data used by revenue
managers to make informed decisions
is more important than ever. Our rate
shopping tools provide hoteliers with
knowledge on their overall market and
competitor pricing, insights they rely on
daily. With prices changing so frequently,
this means the data that powers rate
intelligence tools must be accurate and
up-to-date.
“With the incomplete and imprecise data
we got from our previous tool, we felt
half-blind when making decisions,” said
Nikolaos Tsitsoulis, when he was Director
of Revenue at Fairmont Baku Flame
Towers in Azerbaijan. “Thanks to Rate
Insight we can now access accurate data,
updated live at the click of a button. This
empowers us to check our strategy and
make necessary revisions, knowing all the
factors which come into play. In short: Rate
Insight puts all the information you need to
make smart decisions at our fingertips.”
Of course, we’re only scratching the
surface of the actionable insights users
take from our data here. You can read
about the many other use cases in our
selection of customer stories.
But you already know your own use cases;
the rest of this paper sets out how we can
best cater for them and why you can trust
us to deliver.
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Volume and completeness of data
Every day we capture more than a billion data-points.
We have several internal checks and processes in place to handle it all. Managed internally
and audited on a daily basis, these ensure the integrity and completeness of all our data across
OTA Insight’s platform. This detailed and comprehensive data management means that all
data-points fulfilled are delivered accurately on a daily basis, our aim being for zero gaps in
data delivery.
And “a big part of data integrity is the completeness of data,” says Mathias Verhoeven, Director
of Engineering at OTA Insight, who recently blogged about how we’re reinventing the tech
behind rate shopping.
He highlights some of our sample backend dashboards (see below) to illustrate his point,
adding that: “We are now able to predict in advance when a rate shop could be delayed so
much that data feeds, email reports and the like are impacted. This allows us to respond to
issues more quickly and resolve them before customers are impacted.”

Let’s drill down into the detail behind this evidence.
5.
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Capturing all data breakdowns

Breadth of sources

Two particular areas can cause data accuracy
problems for revenue managers when
attempting to compare rates meaningfully: tax
is one; the other is currency conversions.

To capture as full and varied a picture as
possible, we gather rates:

We normalise tax across all levels: hotel,
OTA, city and country. We also take account
of different percentages and amounts, such
as VAT at 20%, for example, or a $1 per night
city tax. We map this data to every hotel and
OTA we track, updating it daily. For accurate
comparisons, we always normalise the taxes
between any two channels in question so that
we’re comparing apples to apples.

•

Updates that rely on manual intervention are
error-prone; by automating the process we
minimise inaccuracy in our rates.

Variety of data

For currency conversions, we take a daily
snapshot of all exchange rates. We always
look at conversions for the day in question,
so for rates extracted at 3pm on 1st June 2017,
we’ll use whatever the exchange rate was at
that precise date.
For parity between two channels in different
jurisdictions, our algorithm is designed to
detect and ignore small discrepancies that are
related purely to currency, eliminating
false positives.

•

•

Data variety is all-important when it comes to
comparing apples to apples. This is why we
offer:
•

•

•
•
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For hotels around the world: our coverage
is truly global;
From multiple points-of-sale: the growing
list of POS source markets from which
we draw rates data includes travellerheavy countries in Asia, Europe, America
and the Middle East, meaning we detect
differences in geo-targeted prices; and
From desktop and mobile: this ensures
that we detect differences emanating from
the likes of mobile promotions.

Rate types: for a meaningful comparison,
you need to know whether a given room
displays the best flexible rate or the lowest
rate (with reduced flexibility);
Length of stay information: from one
night up to 30, the rate per room per
day reveals how pricing evolves for
longer stays. Different hotels’ LOS
discounting strategies can vary widely, as
demonstrated in this exclusive report, so
access to this information when comparing
your prices to your compset’s is valuable;
Room types: premium, standard, suite, etc:
a room’s type is one of the most significant
factors to affect its rate; and
Brand.com rate types: rate types for
hotels’ own websites, which show how
different hotels tier their rates - whether
public, member-only, AAA, senior, AARP,
government, military, etc. - can help you
refine your strategy when competing for
direct business.
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As well as day-to-day work, our users often
tap into our data to discover what pricing
strategies their competitors are following.
Using our “compare to” feature is the fast and
easy way they discover this information from
our data, which shows how their and their
competitors’ rates compare to variables
such as:
•
•
•
•

•

Lowest rate as compared to best flexible
rate;
Member only as compared to
non-member, drawn from your site and
your competitors’ Brand.com sites;
Whether it’s room-only rates or bed and
breakfast is included;
Rates for earlier days, specifically
yesterday, three and seven days ago, and
the same day of the week that time last
year; and
Length of stay discount variations.

When they select one of these options from
Rate Insight, additional data comes into view.
These data-points show the percentage
differences both for your property and for your
competitors’ for all the dates in view.
With lowest rate, for example, the number
might be “-10%“, meaning that your lowest rate
is 10% less than the rate for the best flex rate,
which remains in view; similar percentages are
shown for your competitors.
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Silo breakdown
A perennial problem for hoteliers is the
silofication of data. We help alleviate it by
integrating and working with a number of
external systems, such as:
•

•

•
•

PMSs: we unlock the potential of your
PMS by drawing its data into Revenue
Insight, delivering lightning-fast, actionable
insights so you can confidently make
better revenue decisions. Some Rate
Insight data is also drawn into Revenue
Insight;
RMSs: Rate Insight data can be fed into
these to help with the automation of
pricing decisions, with benefits including:
• Multiple updates of fresh rates every
day;
Live refreshing whenever a user 		
chooses to activate it;
• Rates available up to 365 days in 		
advance; and
• Brand.com, OTA and GDS all as data
sources;
OTA Insight’s own tools: Revenue Insight
works with Rate Insight; Rate Insight works
with Parity Insight; and
Various other data sources.
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Sources of our data: APIs, web crawlers and expert treatment

Data accuracy is governed by how we harvest and treat our data.
Harvesting

Treatment

There are two principal methods of harvesting,
both of which we use at OTA Insight:

To ensure data completeness, we employ
an industry-leading follow-up system for our
whole data retrieval pipeline. We keep track of
every hotel from which we planned to collect
data and every report we planned to send.
Then we perform continuous automatic and
hourly manual checks on this to make sure all
data is consistent.

•
•

Using state-of-the-art web crawling
technology to collect data directly from
external websites; and
Using an application programming
interface - or API - to bridge the gap
between booking engines and
our platforms.

There are advantages and disadvantages with
each.
Our main goal with crawling - or “shopping”
- data is to get advertised rates as they are
displayed to a normal user. We strive to mimic
real-life users and emulate requests as they’d
be made via a browser.
We encourage all hotels to white-list us so
that we can can collect their Brand.com rates
with ease.
But we don’t just rely only on crawlers; we
also use API integrations for Brand.com
platforms and OTAs, which help with volume.
These allow us to gather rateshopping data
through a unified interface, and they provide
data more easily and efficiently.
On the flipside, APIs are often less accurate
than crawlers and the data is consumed
differently from how end-users see it, meaning
discrepancies might creep in.
That is why we always combine both methods
to provide the most accurate and complete
rates in the industry.
This brings us on to how we treat our data
once we’ve captured it.
8.

Ensuring data accuracy is difficult to prove,
and there’s an ethical component; in our case,
we endeavour to provide our customers with
a great product they can rely on, so we never
fake data. Our customer satisfaction levels
attest to our success.
Quality control
We operate a number of systems to guarantee
the highest levels of quality control. Some are
automated; some are manual.
We deploy advanced automated anomaly
detection, both for:
•
•

The completeness of the data, so we can
check we have data-points for everything;
and
The content itself, to see whether:
• Prices and taxes are correct;
• Other variables, like meal-types, are
accurate; and
• We’re detecting the BAR and lowest
rates correctly; and
• There are any anomalies.
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We also conduct meticulous, manual spot
checks on samples of all of our data and
data-types. Following a regular schedule, our
methods are simple: we compare a random
sample of rates on our platform with those on
the corresponding native interfaces, be they
Brand.com, OTAs or metasearch.

On the surface, most of the ARI feed rate
information matched Brand.com, but detailed
analysis identified a number of data gaps and
mismatches, with discrepancies of 2% or more
being flagged up.

In the overwhelming majority of cases, these
processes - automatic and manual - reassure
us that everything is as it should be: rates are
correct and up-to-date, and match
other platforms.

•

After all, we use advanced algorithms that
intelligently extract the required information
from a webpage, and these work even when
OTAs or brands make changes to
their websites.
On the rare occasions we spot or are
automatically alerted to discrepancies with a
data-point or particular source of data, these
are immediately escalated to a dedicated
engineer, who will assess the cause of the
problem - such as data caching, a problem
with the API or crawler, or an error in the code
- and whether it’s an isolated issue or one
that could have a wider impact on a booking
engine or OTA.
With significant changes on third-party
websites that require human intervention,
we’re alerted automatically and will typically
change our code before it impacts the
customer.
Putting numbers to the argument
To demonstrate why a dual approach to our
data-harvesting and treatment is necessary,
let’s consider some data analysis we
conducted relating to the data feed of one of
our chain customers.
Our data science team then evaluated the
dataset from 87 of the chain’s properties,
comparing and validating all rates across
90+ arrival dates based on Brand.com versus
an availability, rates and inventory (ARI) feed,
which works in a similar way to an API.
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Issues identified included:

•
•
•
•
•

General inconsistencies in both price and
room-type distribution;
The removal of packaged rates by a
manual black list maintained by the chain;
Deviations in room-type mapping;
Irregularities in cancellation policies;
Irregularities in tax configurations; and
Irregularities in last room availability.

With an average difference of $12.29 when
there’s a discrepancy, the following table
summarises the percentage of hotels
impacted and frequency of issues identified in
the research dataset.
Issue

Hotels impacted

General rate deviation

29 (33%)

Lowest rate deviation

24 (27%)

RACK rate deviation

26 (29%)

Package is lowest
Missing or wrong
breakfast rates

7 (8%)
73 (84%)
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Speed of data processing

Our methods of processing data have a
significant positive impact on the tools we
provide and the quality of the data.
Our live shops depend on a quick and
efficient streaming pipeline, which gives us
flexibility in the way we do shops and helps us
with our data-quality checks. This means we
can reprocess certain parts of our data quickly
and easily to proactively handle changes on
websites.
Data retrieval
To ensure data completeness, we employ
an industry-leading follow-up system for our
whole data retrieval pipeline.
In 2017 we moved to a new system for our
data processing pipeline. We had been using
the Apache Kafka queue that was consumed
using a processing framework built on
Apache Spark. In our new set-up we switched
to Google’s managed Cloud Pub/Sub and fully
employed Google Kubernetes to execute
and scale our data processing. We had
already been using Kubernetes for our
APIs when, in 2015, we became early
adopters of the framework; at the time,
processing data on Kubernetes was
considered very novel. The move allowed
us to have one infrastructure both for APIs
and data processing, using the same tools
and deployments.
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Scalability and on-the-fly aggregation
This technology also brings huge advantages
of scalability. Says Joeri De Turck, OTA Insight
Chief Technology Officer: “We stream data
in very small pieces so we can scale out and
do thousands of data points at the same time
instead of one by one. By transforming data
piece by piece, the time between shopping
the data and its appearance on our dashboard
is just a few seconds.”
We also store our data in a scalable database,
Bigtable, which powers the likes of Google
Search. Bigtable stores data concurrently,
which means we have to consider our data
structure, split it up into pieces and store it so
we can efficiently stream it all.
Importantly, we don’t pre-aggregate anything.
This means users can choose any of the
options we offer, such as dynamic room-type
mapping and meal selections.
“While shopping data, we capture all rates in
an efficient way and don’t pre-process any
data,” adds Mathias. “This allows very flexible
analysis. For example, with room type-based
pricing you can see restricted, flexible rates or
fully cancellable rate filtering. These features
are available both in our products and our
third-party integrations with the likes of IDeaS
(for room-type mapping), Duetto and EzRMS.”
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Conclusion: true value only in reliable, scalable data

Data accuracy is a revenue manager’s bread and butter; it cannot and should not
be undervalued.
Without testing our data for yourself, you won’t have the absolute proof that you need. But
we’re confident that when you try it, you’ll be convinced of its accuracy, reliability
and completeness.
After all, as we said in the introduction, six of the eight global hotel chains that now use us hired
external consultants to check the data accuracy of a broad range of providers and we beat the
competition across the board.
We’ll leave you with a checklist of features to look for in a rate shopper, as discussed in more
detail in this blog post:
✓ Freshness of data: remember, we don’t pre-aggregate
✓ Shopping across distribution channels: we cover a wide range of Brand.com, OTAs, GDS
and metasearch
✓ Top-quality data: you can test it for yourself
✓ Rate details: for numerous types of apples-to-apples comparisons
✓ Parity monitoring: in Rate Insight and Parity Insight, and on which you can draw actionable
insights
✓ Events databases: from local to national and refined for relevance
✓ Flexible compsets: primary and, if required, secondary (which can be “aspirational”)
✓ Shopping for multiple lengths of stay (LOS): part of our “compare to” module
✓ RMS and benchmarking integration: use the best data to inform your automated pricing
recommendations
✓ A view on rate evolution: the quality of our data visualisation tools could form the basis of a
separate white paper
✓ Great customer support: efficient, effective and friendly round-the-clock support has
earned
us a 96% approval rating
✓ Refined mapping capabilities: another way to ensure apples-to-apples comparisons
✓ Flexible access: cross-departmental use reduces information silofication
✓ Source market accuracy: domain name-based segmentation for different points of sale
✓ Tracking KPIs: we offer this in Rate Insight, along with more detailed KPIs in Revenue Insight
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About OTA Insight

OTA Insight empowers hoteliers to make smarter revenue and distribution decisions through
its market-leading suite of cloud-based business intelligence solutions including Rate Insight,
Parity Insight and Revenue Insight.
With live updates, 24/7 support from our customer success team, and a highly-intuitive and
customisable dashboard, the OTA Insight platform integrates with other industry tools including
hotel property management systems, leading revenue management systems and data
benchmarking providers.
OTA Insight’s team of international experts are based all over the world, including the UK,
US, France, Germany, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, Singapore, Australia and India, and
supports over 40,000 properties in 168 countries.
Ranked one of 10 “Ones to Watch” in The Sunday Times Tech Track 100, OTA Insight is widely
recognised as a leader in hospitality business intelligence.
For more information, visit www.otainsight.com and follow us on Twitter @otainsight.
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